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Understanding the temporal codes of intra-cellular signals
Marcelo Behar and Alexander Hoffmann
The health of organisms and cells depends on appropriate

responses to diverse internal and external cues, stimuli, or

challenges, such as changes in hormone or cytokine levels, or

exposure to a pathogen. Cellular responses must be tailored to

the identity and intensity of the stimulus and therefore intra-

cellular signals must carry information about both. However,

signaling mediators often form intricate networks that react to

multiple stimuli yet manage to produce stimulus-specific

responses. The multi-functionality (‘functional pleiotropism’) of

signaling nodes suggests that biological networks have evolved

ways of passing physiologically relevant stimulus information

through shared channels. Increasing evidence supports the

notion that this is achieved in part through temporal regulation of

signaling mediators’ activities. The present challenge is to

identify the features of temporal activity profile that represent

information about a given stimulus and understand how cells

read the temporal codes to control their responses.
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What’s in a signal?
The striking temporal control of signaling mediators’

activity revealed by recent studies suggests that dynamics

(understood as the spatiotemporal patterns of activity) are

an intrinsic part of a signal [1,2�] that, together with the

chemical identity of the mediator, carries information

about the stimulus. Pronounced temporal control of sig-

naling mediators is particularly pervasive in stress [3,4]

and immune responses [5��,6�], triggered by stimuli that

have a well-defined starting point, at least in cell culture

studies.

In general, signal dynamics often depend on one or more

properties of the stimulus, such as its identity, amplitude,
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rate of increase, duration, or rate of decrease. Particular

stimulus features do not necessarily translate into equiv-

alent signal features; for example, stimulus amplitude

may determine signal duration or vice versa. Signals

are often classified as amplitude or frequency modulated

(AM or FM). Signals are thought to be amplitude modu-

lated when their amplitude, duration, or a combination of

both is modulated by the stimulus. Frequency modu-

lation is ascribed to particular cases when the frequency of

a periodic signal is a function of the stimulus. In this

review, we advance the view that to understand temporal

signaling codes, we must focus not only on the encoding

mechanism that relates stimulus to signal, but also on the

decoding mechanism that relates signal to cellular

response.

The signal-as-information paradigm
In several model systems, signal dynamics have been

shown to control the specificity of a response. For

example, it has been shown that different inflammatory

stimuli generate distinct temporal profiles of the activity

of the central node kinase IKK or transcription factor

NFkB and that temporal regulation plays a key role in

determining which subset of target genes are activated

[5��,7,8�,9].

In the ‘signal-as-information’ paradigm, information

about the stimulus is ‘encoded’ into a set of ‘coding

features’; these are relayed and potentially post-processed

until they are ‘decoded’ to generate the cellular response

(Figure 1a,b). Alternative approaches de-emphasize the

interpretation of the spatiotemporal dynamics of signaling

mediators in favor of correlating input–output relation-

ships linking stimuli, signals, and responses [10]. A cur-

sory glance at a typical interaction network map [11] may

indeed suggest that attempting to track information as it

propagates through a cascade full of feedback and feed-

forward loops is a hopeless task. However, the complexity

of these maps is deceiving, as different parts operate in

different cell types, and within the same cell different

parts operate on different time scales. Thus, it is often

possible to isolate relevant functional modules [2�,12–15]

and study the propagation of signals within and in be-

tween them. In those cases for which a modular biology

approach is possible, the ‘signal-as-information’ paradigm

provides a sensible framework as the encoding mechan-

ism for one signaling module may represent the decoding

mechanism of the previous one.

How can we understand the operable temporal signaling

codes? Phenomenological investigations of signal

dynamics allow us merely to speculate on the information
www.sciencedirect.com
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Features of the stimulus are encoded in features of the signal, determine the expression of genes: (a) features of the stimulus, such as its type (identity),

amplitude, duration, or frequency, are encoded by receptor-associated signaling networks into different features of the intra-cellular signal’s temporal

profile. Gene regulatory networks decode the information contained in the features of the signal’s temporal profile and thus determine whether a

specific gene is activated and by how much. (b) An example of a timecourse of an amplitude-modulated intra-cellular signal and potential coding

features: transient and steady state amplitudes, transient duration, duration over a threshold, number and time between peaks, etc.
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content of specific features or aspects of dynamical signal

profiles. Instead, we suggest that understanding a

temporal ‘code’ and its associated ‘coding features’ must

involve studies of the mechanisms and properties of the

decoding network. In the following sections we discuss

selected literature to examine this view point.

Amplitude modulated codes
In AM signals, stimulus information may be represented

in the signal’s amplitude, duration, or in a complex

combination of both. In pure amplitude encoding, the

relevant aspects of the stimulus are reflected into the

‘amplitude’ of the signal. Complex signals may carry

amplitude-encoded information in multiple ways. For

example in a biphasic signal, information about the

stimulus could be reflected in the amplitude of the early

transient peak or in the level of activity the signaling

mediator settles in after the initial overshoot (steady

state), or both (Figure 1b). Depending on the character-

istic response time of the decoding mechanism only one

of those amplitudes may act as a coding feature with

physiological meaning; this emphasizes the importance of

characterizing decoding mechanisms in order to identify

the signaling code within AM signals.

Stimulus amplitude being encoded into the enzymatic

activity of successive kinases or other signaling mediators

has been documented in numerous systems, some dating

back to the earliest experiments on receptors [16,17,18��].
Amplitude-into-amplitude encoding occurs naturally

when the stimulus is within the subsaturating regime

of the receptor dose-response curve. When the signaling

mediator is allowed to reach a steady state, the amplitude

code is unambiguous regarding stimulus dose and

duration. Signal amplitude can also encode information

about the stimulus duration. This may occur, for example,

when a component of the pathway has a longer charac-

teristic activation timescale than the duration of the

stimulus, such that the maximum signal activity will

reflect the duration of an activating stimulus of known

amplitude [19]. Signals may also be amplified or attenu-

ated as they travel through the network [19,20�], and in

some cases, the activity of a signaling mediator can

significantly outlast the stimulus, thus providing for

temporal amplification or a short-term memory of a tran-

sient stimulus.

Whether signal amplitude is the relevant coding feature is

determined by the decoding mechanism that controls the

response. In fact, pure amplitude decoding provides for a

simple information code, as substrate–product relation-

ships or interaction affinities readily function as decoding

mechanisms. In gene expression, the activity of many

promoters depends on the nuclear concentration of the

corresponding transcription factors because DNA–
protein interactions are subsaturated and fast [21]. A

recent study of the TNF-NFkB axis identified A20 as
Current Opinion in Genetics & Development 2010, 20:684–693
a rheostat for amplitude encoding [22], another revealed

that clustered NFkB binding sites are important for

amplitude decoding [23��]. These studies address the

TNF regime above 0.1 ng/ml when the majority of cells

are responsive, whereas below that concentration the

cellular response appears to be thresholded [9].

The duration of an AM signal may sometimes be the

relevant ‘coding feature’. Signal duration is a relative

concept because the activity level of a mediator rarely

remains constant. Duration usually refers to the period of

time for which a particular signaling mediator activity

remains above a biologically relevant threshold. However,

when duration is the sole coding feature, the amplitude of

the signal is irrelevant, either because it is constant or

because any variation in amplitude is not detected by the

decoding mechanism (possibly because it is easily satur-

able).

In the simplest of cases signal duration may reflect the

stimulus duration. However, encoding amplitude into

duration can also be achieved in several ways. Transient

stimuli may drive the production or modification of a

pathway component in a dose-dependent manner. The

time taken by the active species to decay below the

biologically relevant threshold once the stimulus abates

depends on the amplitude reached by the signal, which,

in turn, is a function of the stimulus dose and duration.

There is potential ambiguity in this encoding strategy,

but it is avoided if the duration of the stimulus is a fixed

physiological parameter or it is longer than the charac-

teristic time for the signaling mediator or decoding

mechanism. Persistent stimuli can undergo dose-to-

duration encoding through the action of some types of

adaptive systems [24�,25]. For example, it has been

shown that slow negative feedback can perform this

conversion because the time it takes to shut down the

signal depends on the intensity of the stimulus

[25,26�,27�]. Information about the identity of a stimulus

can be encoded into signals of different durations by

receptor associated signaling networks or positive feed-

back mechanisms [8�].

Duration information can be decoded by virtue of the

kinetics of the pathway’s components. For example,

decoding can be performed at the gene expression level

when the gene product abundance is determined by the

duration of active transcription. Differences in the time

taken by promoters to become accessible or for com-

plexes necessary for transcription initiation to form could

function as basis for duration decoding [28,29�,30]. Within

a network, signal duration can determine specificity by

selectively activating targets (decoding circuits) according

to their kinetics [31��].

There are biological examples for which duration appears

to be the main coding feature [32,33,34�,35]. One of the
www.sciencedirect.com
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most studied is the developmental switch in PC12 cells

[34�,35]. Exposure of these cells to NGF triggers sus-

tained ERK activity and leads to differentiation, whereas

exposure to EGF results in transient ERK activity and

promotes proliferation. A similar ERK-dependent effect

involving entry into S-phase has been observed in 3T3

fibroblasts in response to PDGF and EGF [36��,37]. In

these examples, the stimulus identity is encoded in the

duration of ERK activity by the action of the receptors

specific for each growth factor [38��]. Decoding is

achieved in the 3T3 system through the ERK-dependent

stabilization of immediate early genes products

[36��,37,39��,40] occurring only in the presence of a

sustained signal. In yeast, it has been proposed that

the switch between the mating and filamentous growth

phenotype depends on the duration of MAP kinase Kss1

activity [41�], which also has been linked to a related

morphogenic decision-making process [42]. Interest-

ingly, the concentration of mating pheromone in this

system appears to be encoded into the duration of the

signal at the MAPKK level (and possibly upstream) but

decoded and converted into maximum amplitude by a

MAPK with slow activation kinetics [26�]. Aderem and

co-workers recently uncovered a feedforward circuit

underlying the decoding of persistent and transient

TLR4-induced signals in macrophages [43] that could

have important implications for the control of immune

responses.

Experimentally, strict duration and to a lesser degree

strict amplitude encoding are hard to demonstrate

because amplitude and duration of a signal can rarely

be manipulated independently. While signals appear

amplitude-modulated in the above-cited examples, the

unequivocal characterization of the operable code

requires a deeper understanding of the decoding mech-

anisms.

Frequency modulated codes
The presence of calcium oscillations in a variety of cell

types coupled with the fact that many stimuli seem to

affect the frequency rather than the amplitude [44–46]

led Berridge and Galioni [47] to propose the notion of

‘frequency encoded’ signals.

In frequency-modulated signals, the frequency, or the

number of pulses per unit time, carries the information

about the stimulus and is read by a decoding mechanism

to determine the cellular response. From a theoretical

standpoint, biochemical oscillations can be generated

whenever there is a delayed negative feedback, although

non-linear kinetics are necessary for sustained oscillations

[48,49�]. However, to operate as a frequency encoder a

delayed negative feedback circuits must generate signals

with stimulus-dependent frequency modulation, and

unless the delay is stimulus dependent, this usually
www.sciencedirect.com
requires additional positive and negative feedback loops

[see Ref. [50] for an example].

Mechanisms based on desensitization and recovery of a

mediator, in which high and low frequency signals can

result in low and high activity, respectively, have been

proposed as decoders of frequency-encoded information

[51]. Initially studied in the context of inter-cellular

communication, such mechanisms may also apply to

intra-cellular processes when differences in the kinetics

or stability of the decoding components are considered.

Alternatively, the stability (i.e. half-life) of an active

mediator can restrict the frequency response of a network.

For example the rapid decay of a short-lived mediator

may prevent a system from responding to input pulses

that occur too far apart but maintain a sustained enough

level in response to more frequent input pulses. Such

decoding mechanisms have been proposed to explain the

frequency-dependent response to pulses of Ca signals of

the NFAT and NFkB transcription factors in T cells

[52��,53] and NFAT and gonadotropin components in

gonadotrope signaling [54,55��].

Because these mechanisms operate as integrators of

repeated peaks of activity, they cannot distinguish be-

tween an increase in the number of peaks per unit time

and an equivalent increase in pulse duration, so they are

not considered true frequency decoders [56��]. True

frequency decoding can be achieved by networks con-

taining incoherent feedforward motifs that can generate

frequency-dependent responses largely insensitive to

peak duration [56��]. True frequency decoding may be

performed by regulatory networks with natural resonant

frequencies that therefore respond maximally to signals

with frequencies close to the frequencies of their natural

oscillations and may thus be classified as band pass filters

[57�].

To date, despite intense research, the details of the

encoding and decoding mechanisms associated with

the various types of periodic calcium signals are still

not fully understood [58,59,60�,61–65]. Periodic signals

have been extensively studied also in the context of

gonadotropin-releasing hormone, a stimulus that is itself

periodic [54,56��,66,67]. In this case, changes in the

periodicity of the stimulus occurring normally during

the female reproductive cycle lead to the production of

alternative varieties of gonadotropin hormones [68,69�].
Interestingly, the observation of a non-monotonic fre-

quency response curve for the expression of the gonado-

tropin component genes led some to propose that yet

unknown regulatory mechanisms must be operating in

this network as true frequency decoders [55��].

In the absence of a well-documented frequency decoding

mechanism, other biological functions have been pro-

posed for periodic signals: first, spike-like signals may
Current Opinion in Genetics & Development 2010, 20:684–693
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Figure 2
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have evolved as way to prevent deleterious effects of

tonic exposure to an active messenger or to prolong the

effect of a species stored in small amounts. Second, and

related, theoretical studies found that the utility of

duration encoding in peaks may lie in a reduction of

the effective activation threshold for the signal’s targets

[61]. Third, supported by a series of elegant experiments,

Elowitz and co-workers showed that frequency-encoded

signals ensure the coordinated expression of genes with

different promoter dose-response curves regardless of the

stimulus dose [70], thereby insulating gene expression

control from variations in amplitude or affinity. However,

in some cases oscillations may simply be an artifact of

synthetic reporters inserted into cells, un-physiological

stimulation regimes, such as the sudden exposure to an

agonist, or they may be byproducts of the multiple layers

of regulation present in most pathways (‘ringing’) rather

than a bona fide coding feature [7,71,72]. In fact, in many

signaling networks, stochastic variation in the time delay

associated with the de novo production of a regulator (via

transcriptional bursting for example) may induce pseudo-

oscillations [73–75]. Because of their origin, these oscil-

lations are not a function of the stimulus and are unlikely

to carry information about it. Using periodic stimuli to

excite a network [76] may be useful to probe dynamic

properties, but they may reveal little about the infor-

mation carried (if any) by intrinsically produced oscil-

lations.

For complex signals, the decoding
mechanism defines the code
Unlike communication devices that broadcast signals

using clearly defined protocols, most biological signaling

networks produce complex dynamics and it is not always

obvious which features of the temporal profile of the

signal encode information. In fact, different encoding

schemes might be used at different phases (early and

late) or at different stages as the signal progresses

through the network. The observation that a specific

signal feature correlates with a particular aspect of a

stimulus does not by itself demonstrate that it represents

a physiologically relevant coding feature, just as the

discovery of a specific post-translational modification

by increasingly sensitive tools does not provide evidence

for their physiological function. We argue that charac-

terization of the operational signaling code requires a

focus on the decoding mechanisms aiming to produce

predictive mathematical descriptions. Indeed, a com-

plex temporal profile of a pleiotropic regulator is likely to

be read differently by different targets employing differ-
(Figure 2 Legend) Temporal profiles can carry specific signal information fo

different gene regulatory networks, are sensitive to particular dynamical fea

strong signals, decoder B requires longer lasting signals regardless of the am

encoders associated with different receptors produce stimulus-specific tem

code allows shared signaling mediators to respond properly to simultaneou

www.sciencedirect.com
ent decoding mechanisms to control distinct cellular

responses (Figure 3).

In gene regulation, the promoter DNA provides a scaf-

fold for diverse decoding mechanisms involving multiple

constitutive and stimulus-responsive regulators. The

highly specific regulation of gene expression in response

to many stimuli is usually attributed to the combined

action of multiple transcription factors on promoters and

enhancers [77–80]. Combinatorial control is often

thought as a static process in which the mere presence

of the correct combination of factors is enough to elicit

the correct specific response [78]. The picture, however,

is not as simple not only because the adequate combi-

nation of transcription factors and co-activators must be

present at the right times [28,30,81�,82] but also because

there may be additional layers of activity control via post-

translational modifications and co-factors. The need for

modifications of the chromatin environment emphasizes

that gene regulation is a multi-step process, and each step

may also contribute to combinatorial control in which

dynamics play a role [36��,37,83]. A particularly interest-

ing example is the demonstration by Chung et al. of two

distinct phases of signaling with different specificity

driving the differentiation of PC12 cells [39��]. The

existence in a network of branches with distinct

dynamics [3,26�,42] could be necessary to ensure that

the proper sequence of signals is present, signals that

could be considered as bona fide components of a com-

plex combinatorial signaling code.

Conclusions
A signaling code may consist of any of many potential

coding features: the timing of a signal peak, its rate (i.e.

derivative) of activation or inactivation, the phase, ampli-

tude, and/or duration relationship between successive

activity peaks could all encode information about the

stimulus. However, the regulatory network that decodes

the signal determines which feature is a functionally rele-

vant coding feature. Hence, the decoder determines the

signaling code. Kinetics, cooperativity, feedback and feed-

forward circuits may underlie decoders capable of respond-

ing only to specific family of temporal activity profiles

among the complex universe of possible temporal profiles.

Rich dynamics endow signaling networks with sufficient

versatility to insulate information traveling through shared

channels [31��,84�,85�] and to control distinct responses

(Figure 2 and 3). As the examples discussed here illustrate,

the signals-as-information paradigm provides a rich and

descriptive framework to investigate these processes

and organize our understanding of signaling networks.
r multiple pathways: (a) decoders A, B, and C, represented here by

tures of the signaling mediator’s activity. Decoder A responds to early

plitude, whereas decoder C detects late strong signals. In this example,

poral patterns that control the nature of the response. (b) The temporal

s stimuli.
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Figure 3
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Decoding mechanisms define the signaling code in complex signals: stimulus X, Y, and Z are encoded into complex signals. The presence or absence

of specific dynamical features determines what feature of the temporal signaling profile the decoders respond to. In this example, response B is

common to stimuli A, Y, Z, but responses A and C are more stimulus-specific.
We surmise that understanding the nature of the decoding

mechanism is paramount as it defines the operational code

for a specific target and downstream cellular response.
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